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Abstract—Continuous Delivery (CD) aims at reducing the cycle
time from changes to software release while also increasing the
software quality. To automate CD, delivery process models, defin-
ing all delivery activities need to be designed. Quality properties
of delivery process models, such as maintainability, still oppose
challenges. Previous research indicates that the quality of such
models can be improved by aligning them with the software
architecture. While software architecture knowledge is only
incorporated implicitly, deep technical and process knowledge
is required.

On this basis, this paper introduces a new kind of deliv-
ery process models that focus mainly on software architecture
knowledge. Hereby, we discard the current activity-centric view
and shift to an artifact-centric view. Moreover, we outsource the
required process- and technical knowledge to a transformation
activities knowledge base.

In order to make an artifact-based delivery process model
executable, we provide a model-to-model transformation which
constructs a CD pipeline from an artifact-based model with the
help of the transformation activities knowledge base. We evalu-
ated our approach by conducting a small industrial qualitative
user study. It showed that especially low-experienced developers
benefit from the reduced knowledge requirements of the artifact-
based modeling approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Continuous Delivery (CD) aims at reducing the cycle time
from changes to software release and hereby maintaining or
improving the software quality [1]. It tries to ensure that a
software is always releasable. For this, the delivery related
development tasks such as building, testing, releasing and
deploying are organized as a sequence of activities which are
automated in order to save time and avoid human errors. The
automation is represented by delivery process models that can
be executed by various delivery systems.

When modeling activity-based delivery processes, the fol-
lowing problems arise: Developers need to know which spe-
cific activities are to be performed and how to specify them.
This requires deep technical knowledge [2] about program-
ming languages or the technology used on the target platform.

Furthermore, they need to define the execution order of the
delivery activities. When modeling complex delivery processes
consisting of several sub-processes, they need to figure out the
order of all sub-processes. Thus, the required process-related
knowledge is also high.

To solve these problems developers need to know how
artifacts evolve from source code to executable/deployable
systems and how they are organized.

The knowledge about all central software artifacts (e.g.
all components of a software) is defined in the software
architecture [3], [4]. Thus, architectural knowledge is required
to model a delivery process and should be used as initial input
to create a respective delivery process model.

Bass argues that the software architect fulfills as crucial
role in the context of software delivery and devops [5]. It
is the responsibility of software architects to ensure that
software architecture, the developers and the CD pipeline are
aligned. Further research shows, that the software architecture
influences the shape and complexity of the necessary delivery
models and processes [6], [7].

With current concepts of continuous delivery and its
activity-based process models the software architecture knowl-
edge cannot be represented explicitly, e.g. separate delivery
models are used for each architectural component or subsys-
tem, with additional models needed to manage the integration
of the models [1].

Therefore, we propose novel modeling approach which
focuses on the software architecture and integrates this knowl-
edge explicitly, especially the architectural components and
their artifacts created and used during the delivery process.
Hence our approach shifts from an activity to an artifact-
centred view.

We argue that developers need less process-related and tech-
nical know-how to design an artifact-based delivery process
model, compared to the knowledge that is required to create
classical activity-based delivery process models.

We claim that each artifact-based model can be automati-
cally transformed into activity-based delivery process model.
Hereby we provide reusability of existing continuous deliv-
ery systems which require an activity-based delivery process
model as input.

Based on this motivation and our goals, we formulate the
following research questions to be answered is this paper:

• (RQ1) How can we incorporate existing architectural
knowledge to define an artifact-based delivery process
model?
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• (RQ2) Can an artifact-based delivery process model be
transformed into an equivalent activity-based delivery
process model?

• (RQ3) How are artifact-based delivery process models
perceived by developers with different levels of CD
experience?

• (RQ4) Is the needed architectural knowledge to create
such delivery process models available and sufficient?

The paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the
concepts of artifact-based delivery process models and how
software architecture knowledge is represented therein. As
delivery systems execute activity-based process models, next
we describe how an artifact-based model can be automatically
transformed to a process model used by the delivery system
JARVIS. Next, we present the results of a first user study
in which developers were asked to model familiar delivery
processes with the new artifact-based modeling approach. Fi-
nally, the related work is discussed. The paper concludes with
a summary of our contributions and some remarks regarding
future research.

II. REPRESENTING ARCHITECTURE IN DELIVERY
PROCESSES

In order to illustrate the concepts introduced in this chapter,
we use the following simple running example.

The modular designed web application “webapp” consists
of a frontend and a backend component. The frontend is imple-
mented in HTML/Javascript while the backend is implemented
in Java. The project is based on one source-code repository and
the web application is deployed as a Docker container.

Usually, delivery processes are structured by means of
stages. Researchers and practitioners propose stages which are
based on the essential tasks performed by developers [1], [8]–
[10], leading to stages such as building, testing, provisioning,
deploying and releasing. To construct a staged delivery process
for a complex system, each architectural component has to
pass the aforementioned stages on its own. Due to the different
technologies used, the activities performed differ. Hence, the
complete delivery process consists of multiple connected sub-
processes for each component [8].

As we aim to create a delivery process model based on
the software architecture, architectural components need to be
adequately represented in the delivery process. To do so, the
concept of a stage cannot be used because it modularizes the
process only according to the delivery related development
tasks. Therefore, we introduce another modularization concept,
called “delivery unit”.

A. Delivery Units

Definition 1 (Delivery Unit): A delivery unit encapsulates
all delivery activities and artifacts needed for a specific archi-
tectural component.

Just as with stages, a delivery unit processes a determined
set of artifacts, which are either consumed or produced within
the unit, and exchanges certain artifacts with other units.

In our webapp example, we distinguish the four delivery
units “frontend” (fe), “backend” (be), “application” (app) and
“container’ (co).

As the delivery unit is the top-level concept of artifact-
based delivery process models, next we introduce its elements
by formalizing the modeling concept of artifacts and their
transformation within a delivery unit.

B. Artifacts

Let A be the set of all artifacts, D be the set of all delivery
units, and Adui

⊆ A be the artifacts assigned to delivery unit
dui ∈ D. The artifacts Adui

can be divided into:
• Required artifacts, Areq

dui
⊆ Adui

, are all artifacts that are
needed to create the desired final artifact of the delivery
unit. They either exist in an artifact repository or are
artifacts resulting from other delivery units.

• Provided artifacts, Aprov
dui

⊆ Adui , are the final artifacts
produced by this unit. They are exposed to other delivery
units for further processing.

• Intermediate artifacts, Ainter
dui

= Adui
\ (Areq

dui
∪ Aprov

dui
),

which are created and used internally.
Since delivery units exchange artifacts it holds that there

exist i, j with i 6= j and Areq
dui
∩Aprov

duj
6= ∅. A provided artifact

from Aprov
dui

is reused as required artifact in Areq
duj

.
Based on our running example we have the following sets:
• A: all artifacts described in the example, i.e. a directory,

Java code files, JavaScript code files, JavaScript distribu-
tion package, Java classes, a jar file and a Docker image.

• Afe, Abe, Aapp, Aco are the sets of artifacts associated
with the corresponding delivery units.

Aapp contains the artifacts: directory, the JavaScript distribu-
tion package, Java classes and a jar file, where
• Areq

app contains the directory and the JavaScript distribu-
tion package

• Aprov
app contains only a jar file.

• Ainter
app contains Java classes.

In general, delivery units require the existence of certain
artifacts in order to create the provided artifacts. To specify
such artifacts, artifact type information can be used.

Let R be the set of all possible artifact types and Rdui
be

the set of artifact types of all artifacts contained in Adui
. The

artifacts types Rdui
can be divided into:

• Source artifact types Rsrc
dui
⊆ Rdui

containing the types
of all artifacts a ∈ Areq

dui

• Target artifact types Rtar
dui
⊆ Rdui

containing the types
of all artifacts a ∈ Aprov

dui

• Intermediate artifact types Rinter
dui

= Rdui
\(Rsrc

dui
∪Rtar

dui
)

Using the example artifact types described in table I, we get
the following sets with respect to the delivery unit duapp:
• Rsrc

app={“workspace”, “js-dist”}
• Rtar

app={“java-package”}
• Rinter

app ={“java-bytecode”}
All artifacts within a delivery unit are either produced or

consumed by some transformation activities. A transformation
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«delivery unit»
application

«source artifact type»
workspace

«artifact type»
java-bytecode

«target artifact type»
java package

mvn
compile

mvn package

«source artifact type»
js-dist

Fig. 1. Example delivery unit artifact model

TABLE I
POSSIBLE ARTIFACT TYPES

Artifact Type Description
workspace File container with source code & auxiliary files
java-bytecode Collection of Java class files
java-package The Java packaging file format: jar
docker-image Docker image
js-dist A JavaScript distribution package

activity presupposes that its input artifacts are of certain
artifact types and that it produces output artifacts of defined
artifact types.

Based on previous definitions, we further refine the concept
of artifact transformations within delivery units.

C. Artifact Transformations

Given A1 ⊆ P(A) and a1 ∈ A. Let T be the set of all trans-
formation functions t with t : P(A) → A modeling existing
transformation activities. An application of the transformation
function t1 on artifact set A1 results in t1(A1) = {a1}.
Thus, the artifacts A1 can be transformed to artifact a1 by
the respective transformation activity.

A chain of transformation activities, as used in delivery
processes, can be expressed by a concatenation of transforma-
tion functions. E.g. (t2 ◦ t1)(A1) = t2(t1(A1)). The artifacts
created by applying transformation t1 on artifact set A1 are
next transformed by t2.

Accordingly, Tdui ⊆ T is the set of all transformation
functions needed in delivery unit dui. The chain of all
transformations within a delivery unit dui can be expressed
as (tn◦...◦t1)(Areq

dui
)=Aprov

dui
with t1,...,tn ∈ Tdui

. Hereby,
concrete artifact instances of source artifact types Rreq

dui
are

transformed to artifact instances with target artifact types Rtar
dui

.

III. ARTIFACT-BASED DELIVERY MODELS

A. Delivery Artifact Models

Next we introduce the delivery unit artifact model, which
models all transformations and transformation chains of arti-
facts within a delivery unit. In the sense of abstraction, we
replace concrete artifacts by their artifact type.

Definition 2 (Delivery Unit Artifact Model): A delivery unit
artifact model (DU-AM) represents a delivery unit dui by a
tuple (Rdui , R

src
dui
, Rtar

dui
, Tdui) with

• Rdui : set of artifact type sets associated with dui

• Rsrc
dui

: set of source artifact types of dui
• Rtar

dui
: set of all target artifact types of dui

• Tdui : set of transformation functions corresponding to
transformation activities needed to create artifacts of
types Rtar

dui
based on artifacts of types Rsrc

dui

An example is shown in figure 1 which depicts the DU-AM
of the delivery unit duapp. As the web-application is a jar file
which is an instance of the artifact type “java-package”, this
type is the only target artifact type of this delivery unit. This
type is the result of applying a package transformation activity
on artifacts of type “java-bytecode” and “js-dist”. The “java-
bytecode” is the result of a compile transformation activity
applied to artifacts of type “workspace”. Thus, “workspace”
and “js-dist” are required artifact types.

Within a complex delivery process, artifacts which are
created should be reused whenever possible to create other
artifacts that build upon them. To enable artifact reuse across
different DU-AMs, we introduce the so called delivery artifact
model (D-AM), which explicitly defines which artifacts are
reused in the delivery process. Again, its definition is based
on the corresponding artifact types.

Definition 3 (Delivery Artifact Model): A delivery artifact
model(D-AM) is represented by a tuple (DU -AM, γ) with:
• DU -AM : a set of DU -AMi, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
• γ: artifact type reuse relation with γ⊆ ∪ Rtar

dui
× ∪Rsrc

duj
,

with (rtar, rsrc) ∈ γ if the target type rtar ∈ Rtar
dui

of deliver unit dui is reused as source artifact type
rsrc ∈ Rsrc

duj
of delivery unit duj , with i 6= j. The

concrete artifact instances of artifact types rsrc and rtar

are identical.
A D-AM is a hybrid model, as it implicitly describes the

process of how artifacts are transformed by transformation
activities. Each delivery unit could be directly translated to
a delivery process model by mapping the included transfor-
mation functions to the associated transformation activities.
The execution order of the resulting delivery processes could
be automatically determined by their artifact dependencies.
Hereby, we achieve a partial reduction of process knowledge.

In addition to this, we reduce the required technical knowl-
edge as developers do not need to specify the activities but
include the transformation function names.

However, the determination of the execution order of activ-
ities within a delivery process still requires a lot of process
knowledge. Omitting them would significantly reduce the
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«external artifact»
git-repo

«target artifact type»
workspace

repoUrl: https://dummy.git

repoUser: alice

repoPassword: password123

«delivery unit»
container

«source artifact type»
workspace

«target artifact type»
Docker Image

«source artifact type»
java package

«delivery unit»
frontend

«source artifact type»
workspace

«target artifact type»
js-dist

«delivery unit»
application

«source artifact type»
workspace

«target artifact type»
java package

«source artifact type»
js-dist

reuse

«delivery unit»
backend

«source artifact type»
workspace

«target artifact type»
java-package

Fig. 2. Graphical visualization of an example D-AIM

process knowledge required, but then a delivery system would
not know what to execute given the model.

Instead, we propose to shift the responsibility for providing
the required process knowledge to the delivery system in
form of a transformation activity knowledge base. It should
store information about each transformation activity and their
relation to each other in terms of the consumed and produced
artifact types.

B. Transformation Activity Knowledge Base

Definition 4 (Transformation Activity Knowledge Base): A
transformation activity knowledge base KBt-act stores tuples
(Rin, t-act, rout) with

• Rin: a set of artifact types ⊆ P(R)
• t-act transformation activity name
• rout an artifact type ∈ R

which specifies that transformation activity t-act takes artifacts
of type Rin as input and produces an output artifact of type
rout

We can then reduce a D-AM by leaving out all transforma-
tion activities and including only the source and target artifact
types in the models. The intermediate transformation activities
can be derived using the knowledge base. Reuse relationships
between artifact types are preserved, since they apply to source
and target artifact types.

By doing this, we reduce the required process knowledge
since we do not have activities for which the execution order
needs to be known.

As only the source and target artifacts are modeled, we call
this reduced DU-AM variant delivery unit artifact interface
model.

C. Delivery Artifact Interface Models

Definition 5 (Delivery Unit Artifact Interface Model): A
delivery unit artifact interface model (DU-AIM) of a delivery
unit dui is represented by a tuple (Rsrc

du , R
tar
du , P ) with

• Rsrc
dui

: set of required artifacts needed to create dui
• Rtar

dui
: set of target artifacts of dui

• P : a set of key-value parameters

Analogous to the D-AM, we define the delivery artifact
interface model (D-AIM) containing only DU-AIMs.

In concrete delivery processes, information regarding the
source of the first input artifacts needs to be specified. In
general, we need to further add information about “external
artifact” locations by providing parameters like credentials or
URLs to those artifacts. This is exemplary shown in figure 2
where the “workspace” input artifact type contains repository
location information.

Thus, we introduce the external artifact interface model to
represent external artifacts as a subelement of a D-AIM.

Definition 6 (External Artifact Interface Model): An exter-
nal artifact interface model (E-AIM) represents a single artifact
along with associated parameters that can only be created
by a specific transformation activity. Based on the specified
artifact type, this artifact is already linked to the producing
transformation activity.

For example, an artifact of type “workspace” can only
be produced by a specific version control system activity
that requires special parameters like credentials. Each D-
AIM contains at least one E-AIM, since the existence of a
“workspace” artifact is necessary in order to perform further
activities. Similarly, parameters like paths to Dockerfiles or
Maven POM-files can be assigned to DU-AIMs, because some
activities can not work without specific parameters.
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Outsourcing the “workspace” artifact from delivery units
and instead providing them to delivery units from an E-
AIM increases the reusability of artifacts. By doing this, each
delivery unit doesn’t have to include the same transformation
activity that downloads the corresponding directory.

Definition 7 (Delivery Artifact Interface Model): A delivery
artifact interface model (D-AIM) is represented by a tuple
(DU -AIM,E-AIM, γ) with

• DU -AIM : set of DU -AIMdui
, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

• E-AIM : set of E-AIMi, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
• γ: artifact reuse relation with γ ⊆ (∪Rtar

dui
×∪Rtar

ek
) ×∪

Rsrc
duj

, with (rtar, rsrc) ∈ γ if the provided artifact rtar of
a delivery unit dui or of an external artifact ek is reused
as required artifact rsrc ∈ Rsrc

duj
of delivery unit duj , with

i 6= j and concrete artifact instances of artifact types rsrc

and rtar are identical.

The graphical visualization of an D-AIM for our running
example is depicted in figure 2. It models the different delivery
units for the architectural components, their corresponding im-
portant input/output artifact types and the reuse relationships.

Based on a given D-AIM, we can restore the complete D-
AM model, by applying a backtracking technique on each con-
tained DU-AIM independently to automatically define possible
chains of transformation activities starting at the target and
finishing at the source artifact types.

IV. TRANSFORMATION STRATEGY

We designed the D-AIMs by starting with a classic delivery
process model, modularizing it along architectural components
and gradually removing process-related parts.

Based on section III, we can now create delivery process
models that are mainly based on architectural knowledge
(RQ1).

To execute these models with existing delivery systems,
we need to transform these artifact-based model into activity-
based models. We design a strategy with two transformation
steps. In each a dedicated model-to-model transformation is
performed. The overall transformation strategy is illustrated
in figure 3.

The first step is called Artifact-based Delivery Model
Reconstruction in which the given D-AIM is split into its
individual DU-AIMs and E-AIMs. Each DU-AIM is trans-
formed into a equivalent DU-AM by determining the missing
transformation activities and intermediate artifact types. To
this end, we utilize a backtracking and optimization algorithm
which incorporates the activity specifications available in the
transformation activity knowledge base.

The second step is the Activity-based Delivery Model
Derivation, which transforms each DU-AM and E-AIM into
separate activity-based process models. In order to merge these
separate sequences of activities into a single process model,
we connect the artifact references within each activity based
on the reuse relations between artifact types.

Delivery Artifact Interface Model

DU-AIM 1 DU-AIM m EA-SM 1

DU-AM 1 AT-M m

AcPM 1 AcPM m AcPM m+n

E-AIM n

AcPM m+1

merge

split

Activity-based Delivery Process Model (AcPM)

transform

reuse relationship
information

DU-AM m

E-AIM 1

Artifact-based

Delivery Model

Reconstruction

Activity-based

Delivery Model

Derivation

Fig. 3. Model Transformation Strategy

Backtracking & Optimization

r8

r3r10

......

...

ta

tb
r1 tc

rsrc rtar

DU-AIM

«source artifact type»
rsrc

«target artifact type»
rtar

DU-AM

«source artifact type»

rsrc

«artifact type»

r8

«target artifact type»

rtar

«artifact type»

r1

ta tb tc

For each
target artifact

type

Transformation
Activity

Knowledge
Base

Fig. 4. Model Reconstruction: from DU-AIM to DU-AM

V. ARTIFACT-BASED DELIVERY MODEL
RECONSTRUCTION

The main techniques applied to realize the model-to-model
transformation between DU-AIMs and DU-AMs are back-
tracking and optimization. Figure 4 visualizes the transforma-
tion inside the artifact-based model reconstruction step.

A. Backtracking

Given the source and target artifact type sets Rsrc and
Rtar of a DU-AIM du, we need to find possible chains of
transformation activities that transform artifacts with artifact
types in Rsrc to artifact types in Rtar. In order to do this, we
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apply the following approach on each rtar ∈ Rtar. Since we
can extract the input and output types of each transformation
activity from KBt-act, we start at the target type rtar of the
considered provided artifact and gradually append transforma-
tion activities with fitting output type. In doing so, we need to
consider that some transformation activities consume multiple
artifacts in order to produce a single one. There may also exist
redundant transformation activities that consume and produce
the same artifacts. This can occur for example when multiple
build tools exist for the same technology.

We capture all possible chains of transformation activities
for each target artifact type of a given DU-AIM in its own
artifact dependency graph:

Definition 8 (Artifact Dependency Graph): An artifact
dependency graph (ADG) is a directed acyclic graph G =
(N , E ⊆ N ×N,α, nsrc, ntar) with:

• N : finite set of nodes representing artifact types.
• E: set of directed and labeled edges E ⊆ N ×N . Edges

which have their origin in the same node can have an
AND-relation and indicating that these artifact nodes be-
long together (e.g. when a transformation activity requires
more than one artifact as input).

• nsrc ⊆ N : set of nodes representing all source artifact
types r ∈ Rsrc

du

• ntar ∈ N : a node representing one target artifact type
rtar ∈ Rtar

du .

The graph is built as follows. First, we create all nodes con-
tained in nsrc and the node ntar. Since ntar represents an ar-
tifact type rtar ∈ Rtar, we extract all tuples (Rin, t-act, rout)
from KBt-act with rtar = rout as output artifact type. For
each selected tuple, nodes for all its input artifact types Rin

are added to the graph and connected AND-edges labeled with
the activity name are created from node ntar to the newly
added nodes. In the next step, one of the newly added nodes
is examined for fitting transformation activities. Analogous to
breadth first search, this backtracking procedure is repeated
until nodes in nsrc are reached by an edge or a threshold
is exceeded. An example ADG is shown in figure 5. The
depicted activities are specified in the JARVIS registry as
follows. The compile-activity consumes a “workspace” artifact
and produces a “java-bytecode” artifact. “Workspace” and
“java-bytecode” are required for the assemble-activity which
produces a “Java package” artifact.

work-

space

java-

byte-

code

mvn assemble

m
vn

ass
em

blem
vn 

com
pile

java-

package

Fig. 5. Example ADG: From ntar (red) to nsrc (yellow)

Pruning

After building the graph, there may exist paths starting at
ntar that end in nodes that are not contained in nsrc. These
leaf nodes can be recursively removed until all leaf nodes are
elements of nsrc.

A further problem while building the ADG are transfor-
mation activities with intersecting input types. This occurs
when an artifact can be produced by several activities sharing
common input types. The graph can not reflect such a relation.
In such a case, we decide which activity to keep in the graph.
First, we look at the number of source artifact types that would
be covered and select that activity with the most covered
source types. A second decision criterion is the number of
new nodes that each activity introduces into the graph. A lower
number is favored.

B. Optimization

An ADG captures all possible transformation activity se-
quences that produce one rtar ∈ Rtar for a given DU-AIM.
Because we assume that the shortest transformation activity
sequence is favorable, we apply an optimization procedure
to find the shortest sequence within the graph. Hereby, the
solution is not always a single path, since paths starting at the
node ntar can fork in case of transformation activities with
multiple input types.

We divide the optimization problem into two sub-problems.
• P1: Find the minimal set of connected paths from ntar

to nodes of the set nsrc.
• P2: Since edges on these paths can be labeled with mul-

tiple activity names in case of redundant transformation
activities, select one label per edge. While doing so,
ensure a homogeneous use of technology by e.g. using
always the same build tool when using Java technology

We use integer linear programming (ILP) to solve theses
problems. The corresponding ILP models and their explana-
tions are provided in the following.

1) Optimization P1:
Variables: The variable xi,j refers to an edge from node i

to node j with i, j ∈ 0, ..., n for an ADG containing n artifact
nodes. In order to clearly assign nodes to indices, each node
is mapped to an integer number. Hereby, the node ntar is
mapped to zero. xi,j indicates whether an edge is part of the
shortest chain of transformation activities. Such an edge is
called marked, otherwise unmarked.

Objective function: Since we are interested in the shortest
activity chain, we want to minimize the number of marked
edges.

Constraints: The mapping of nodes to integers introduces
further possible edges that are not part of the graph. These
are forced to be unmarked in the first constraint. The next
two constraints guarantee that paths of marked edges have
their origin at node ntar, whereas each n ∈ nsrc has at least
one incoming marked edge. Next, two constraints lead to the
formation of paths. If a node, that is not in nsrc, has an
incoming marked edge, then it must also have an outgoing
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Fig. 6. ILP for optimization problem P1

minimize
|N |−1∑
i=0

|N |−1∑
j=0

xi,j

subject to xi,j = 0, ,∀(i, j) /∈ E

|N |−1∑
j=0
i6=j

x0,j ≥ 1

|N |−1∑
i=0
i6=r

xi,n ≥ 1 ,∀n ∈ nsrc

xi,j ≤
|N |−1∑
k=0
j 6=k

xj,k ,∀(i, j) ∈ E : i 6= j

∧j /∈ nsrc

xi,j ≤
|A|−1∑
k=0
i6=k

xk,i ,∀(i, j) ∈ E, i 6= j ∧ i 6= 0

xi,j ≤ xi,k ,∀(i, j) ∈ E :
label(i, j) = label(i, k)

marked edge. The last constraint realizes the coupling between
edges by an AND-relation. These can only be marked together
or not at all.

Optimization result: After applying a solver on this ILP
we receive the optimal solution x* which corresponds to the
minimal set of shortest paths in the ADG that fulfill the above
mentioned constraints. A closer look to the indices of our
variable shows which edges are marked and therefore relevant
for the transformation process. Besides that, after mapping
the indices back to nodes, we receive all intermediate artifact
types.

We define Rinter
rtar

as the set containing all intermediate
artifact types created when producing the concrete artifact
behind rtar using the required artifacts represented by Rsrc.

However, some marked edges may contain multiple labels
in case of redundant transformation activities. We store each
of those label candidate lists in another list C. In order to
provide a unique transformation activity between all artifacts
we apply a second optimization procedure.

2) Optimization P2: Each activity in the JARVIS activity
registry belongs to a service which indicates the technology.
Based on that, we create a list of all services that are included
in the registry. For simplicity reasons we provide explanations
instead of a formal ILP.

Internal

Delivery

Model 

Stage

Activity

Transformation AssessmentQuality Gate

Fig. 7. JARVIS internal delivery model

Objective function: We want to minimize the overall num-
ber of services included in the transformation process from
nsrc to ntar.

Constraints: For each candidate list C ′ ∈ C we state that:
• if C ′ contains only one transformation activity label, then

this label is kept and the corresponding service selected
• otherwise, only one activity label is allowed and other

labels should be discarded
• besides that, if we select a transformation activity, then

the corresponding service is also included.
A solver for the corresponding ILP returns a minimal and

unique set Trtar
of transformation activities to produce an

artifact of type rtar. After obtaining all sets of intermediate
artifact types Rinter

ri and all transformation activities set Tri
for all source artifact types ri ∈ Rsrc of a delivery unit du,
we create the DU-AM that corresponds to the given DU-AIM
as follows: (Rdu = Rsrc

du ∪ Rtar
du ∪(

⋃
iR

inter
ri ), Rsrc

du , Rtar
du , Tdu

=
⋃

i Tri ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ |Rtar
du |.

VI. ACTIVTY-BASED DELIVERY MODEL DERIVATION

Next, we need to define a mapping procedure that automat-
ically transforms a set of DU-AMs to a single process model
to solve RQ2. In order to do this, we will create a delivery
process model compatible with the delivery system JARVIS as
it already includes a transformation activity knowledge base.

A. JARVIS

JARVIS is a continuous delivery platform that aims at
reducing the technical and process knowledge required for
implementing delivery processes [2].

In order to allow developers to specify delivery process
models in their preferred modeling language, JARVIS differ-
entiates between external and internal delivery process models.
JARVIS currently accepts different activity-based external
delivery process models, e.g. its own DSL but also BPMN,
and transforms these to corresponding internal delivery models
(IDM) automatically. Thus, for each kind of external delivery
model, JARVIS offers transformation capabilities which per-
form the needed model-to-model transformation.

JARVIS executes internal delivery process models (see
figure 7), which define a CD pipeline consisting of ordered
stages, each defining its specific activities. The stages are
executed sequentially. A stage cannot contain multiple occur-
rences of the same activity or artifact type due to ambiguity
in the chaining of activities.
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An activity is defined by input and output artifact types
and a encapsulated execution logic, e.g. a “compile”-activity
consumes a project directory and produces a set of java classes
by executing the “mvn compile” internally. An activity registry
stores all information about available transformation activities.
This registry represents the transformation activity knowledge
base needed for our approach.

JARVIS differentiates between three different types of ac-
tivities:

• A transformation takes one or more artifacts as an input
and produces an artifact of a different artifact type

• An assessment takes one or more artifacts as an input and
produces a test report

• A quality gate takes an artifact and a test report as an
input and promotes or rejects the artifact based on the
report

In order to model a delivery process, the user needs to define
for all stages all activities which should be contained in the
respective stage. The specification of an activity consists of
the name of an activity and parameters. It can also con-
tain references to artifacts of other activities to express the
activity dependencies explicitly. References can be omitted.
The complete delivery process model is generated by so
called process planners which analyze the input and output
artifact types of all activities, concatenates them accordingly
and optimize for execution. Multiple process planners can
be combined and applied in a sequential manner. This way,
different optimization criteria can be considered.

In general terms, a D-AM describes how artifacts of all
contained delivery unit artifact models (DU-AM) are trans-
formed within a delivery process. It depicts how the artifacts
evolve by the usage of transformation functions and finally
are composed to the provided artifacts. Therefore, although
this delivery model type doesn’t name the concrete artifacts,
it can serve as an external input model for a delivery process
in JARVIS. Note that JARVIS internal delivery models list
activities and no concrete artifacts. As JARVIS needs to know
all transformation activities to perform a delivery process, they
have to be determined based on the artifact types specified in
an D-AM. In the following, we describe how a D-AM can be
transformed to an internal delivery model (IDM) in JARVIS.

B. Model Derivation with JARVIS

The overall transformation strategy is illustrated in figure
3. For model derivation we need to map each DU-AM to
an activity-based process model of JARVIS. For this purpose,
we represent each DU-AM as a JARVIS stage (see pseudo-
algorithm 1). Furthermore, each transformation function is
modeled as a JARVIS transformation activity and added to
the stage. To this end, the JARVIS activity specification is
retrieved from the JARVIS activity registry (KB). Each E-
AIM, which consists only of one target artifact is directly
transformed to a JARVIS activity. Based on defined rules
which depend on the specified artifact type within, a JARVIS
activity is constructed. Passed parameters in DU-AMs and E-

AIMs are matched with parameters of the same name in the
activity specification.

After this transformation step, a separate JARVIS IDM
exists for each DU-AM and E-AIM. To merge those IDMs
to create a complete JARVIS IDM, all artifact reuse relations
within the original D-AIM are captured in a hash map data
structure. Hereby, the reuse relations describe dependencies
between DU-AIMs and E-AIMs and are based on architectural
information. Based on these dependencies, input artifact refer-
ences are added to the activities in the corresponding stages.

Since JARVIS executes stages sequentially, stages need to
be ordered. To this end, stage dependencies are captured in
a directed acyclic graph and topological sort is applied so
that the stages are sorted by their derived dependencies. The
transformation result can then be executed by JARVIS as a
single delivery process.

Algorithm 1: DU-AIM i to JARVIS IDM i Transfor-
mation
stages ← new list;
jarvisModel ← new list;
foreach DU-AM du in D-AM do

stage ← new JARVIS stage;
stage.name ← du.name;
foreach TransformationFct tf in
du.transformationFcts do

activity ← KB.getActivitySpecification(tf);
activity ← matchParams(activity,du.params);
stage.insert(activity);

end
jarvisModel.insert(stage);

end
return jarvisModel;

VII. CASE STUDY

Using artifact-based models to describe delivery processes
is a break of modeling conventions. Nevertheless, we assume
that our approach makes it easier to model complex delivery
processes. In order to check our assumption and investigate
the last two research questions, we performed a small scale
case study with the following objectives:

• O1: How do study participants evaluate the ease of
artefact-based modeling?

• O2: Is the given architectural information enough for
creating complete models?

Be defining O1, we aim to answer RQ3, whereas the insights
provided by O2 will help us regarding RQ4.

A. Participants

Eight employees of an industry partner participated on a
voluntary basis. The group consisted of 4 junior- and 4 senior-
developers. The senior developers are highly experienced in
DevOps topics and technologies.
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B. Methodology

The following steps were performed out with each partici-
pant separately. First of all, the participant was informed about
the objectives of the study and how data will be collected
and used. Next, the participant received an introduction to
modeling with D-AIMs and was presented some graphical
modeling examples. After that, the participant was asked to
model the delivery process of a company project graphically
and explain the resulting model. Hereby, all participants
were given architectural information as a common basis.
The highly-experienced group was already familiar with the
delivery process behind the project, in contrary to the low-
experienced group. Finally, the participant had to answer some
structured interview questions.

We collected and analyzed the following data: created
models by participants, video recordings of modeling process
and answers/feedback given during the interview.

C. Results

When creating a D-AIM for a familiar delivery process,
two participants created a complete and correct model, while
the remaining participants failed to add the input artifact type
“workspace”, which corresponds to all files in the version
control system of the project, to each DU-AIM. It was only
specified in the first one.

With regard to the difficulty of creating D-AIMs, it was
generally perceived as easy except for identifying the delivery
units in the first step. It received a moderate rating.

Observing the participants while modelling revealed serious
differences in the thought process. Especially the highly-
experienced participants started listing all artifact types that
are produced along the delivery process and grouped them to
delivery units afterwards, based on architectural components.
This corresponds to our approach in reverse, which is starting
with identifying delivery units and then specifying associated
artifact types. Likewise, this indicates process-based thinking.

Moreover, the highly trained group does not summarize
multiple artifact types in one model and omit the interme-
diate artifact types. Instead, each DU-AIM implicitly contains
exactly one transformation activity resulting in a large and
finely grained model. Hereby, they enforce the occurrence of
certain transformation activities and bypass the backtracking
and optimization procedure. This shows that our approach
allows to implicitly model an activity-based delivery model.

In conclusion, the highly-experienced group can not let go
of the process view while modeling. This gives them a feeling
of more control over the delivery process. These developers
already have profound technical and process-related knowl-
edge, therefore it is not a challenge for them to incorporate
the knowledge into a delivery model.

This is also supported by the interview answers. The low-
experienced group welcomes the artifact-based way of model-
ing delivery processes and experiences it as easier. This group
lacked in-depth technical and process-related knowledge and
therefore clearly sees a benefit in using a model that does
not require that knowledge. Despite their lack of knowledge

they were able to construct almost correct models (as some
“workspace” artifact types were missing) solely based on the
given architectural information.

Besides that, the whole approach is based on the existence
of an activity registry. Participants see a hidden complexity
in this, because the activities along with their deposited
commands need to be designed before modeling.

D. Threats to Validity

Threats to External Validity concern the ability to generalize
the results of our study. For instance, in our study, the sample
size is quite small. A higher number of participants would be
beneficial. As we rely on volunteers to invest their working
time and provide an open mindset, the pool of potential
participants is limited. For this study we made sure that pre-
existing knowledge was not required.

Threats to Internal Validity relates to the trustworthiness of
identified relationships. The participants had to be trained on
our modeling approach. The design of the training itself can
influence the capability to apply the approach, We mitigate this
by using a known and quite simple project. Furthermore, the
training was carried out in a short time frame which could also
influence the acceptance negatively. In addition the potential
bias of the authors conducting the study can influence the
results.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Applying an artifact-centric view to business processes has
already been implemented in [11]. The authors constructed
a business process model which depicts how artifacts evolve
along the business process. Hereby artifacts are grouped
according to their function and may have dependencies to
artifacts of other functional groups. As a result, business
experts were able to maintain the process model without help
of IT experts, as they are already familiar with the existing
artifacts.

Furthermore, an artifact-centric process model is easier to
modify as changing the order of artifacts requires significantly
less effort than rewriting a sequence of activities [12]. Moving
the activities out of process models allows for more flexibility,
as their specification can be modified without changing the
process model itself.

Models and DSLs for delivery processes has been intro-
duced by various system vendors or projects, e.g. Jenkins, a
popular CI/CD platform, uses imperative and declarative DSLs
for modeling delivery processes [13]. Even BPMN can be
adopted as shown by Ahmad and Thiel [14]. To the best of our
knowledge, all available models incorporate an activity-centric
approach for delivery processes. The capability of creating
delivery models automatically has not been introduced in
many systems. Gitlab integrated AutoDevOps which creates a
delivery process based on a opinionated template process [15],
in Concourse CI the execution flow of jobs is computed and
scheduled based on modeled constraints on jobs and resources
[16].
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Research on CI, CD and DevOps has focused on the
benefits and obstacles in adopting these emerging practices.
Laukkanen et al. discover one obstacle which is important to
the approach in this paper: the increasing complexity of the
underlying delivery system, the delivery models and delivery
processes caused by the software architecture [6]. A study
conducted by Debroy et al. suggests a tight coupling between
architecture and delivery process, as architectural changes lead
to incompatible CD pipelines [7].

The comparison of different delivery process designs by
Zhang et al. indicate that less experienced developers tend to
favor simplified models with lower complexity and mainte-
nance effort [17]. Chen argues in his paper that to adopt CD
successfully, it requires a dedicated team to develop, maintain
and operate the delivery systems [18].

Delivery process models and their textual representation
can be classified as a special kind of Infrastructure as Code
(IaC). Duvall and Olsen suggested a catalogue of CI Anti-
Patterns [19], which is the basis for the automated detection
tool of Vassallo et al. [20]. The corresponding empirical study
suggests that inexperienced developers can benefit from tool
support. Gallaba and McIntosch studied the misuse of CD
features [21], their findings of common anti-patterns in CI
specifications indicate that developers lack the required knowl-
edge to construct and maintain these specifications. The sug-
gested solution includes additional tooling for analyzing and
fixing CI specifications. The authors emphasize the emerging
security risks. Rahman et. al discovered various security risks
embedded in IaC [22], [23]. Paule et al. found indications, that
the lack of knowledge and awareness of security issues lead
to vulnerabilities in delivery processes [24].

A common denominator of current research is that develop-
ers need additional support when constructing and managing
delivery models and processes. Often additional tools are sug-
gested to inform developers of problems, which are mitigating
the effects but do not tackle the underlying structural problem
of lacking knowledge and training. Our approach instead
reduces the needed knowledge to architectural information
about the software project.

IX. CONCLUSION

To answer RQ1 we take a closer look at the modeling
elements. To create an artifact-based model a developer needs
to identify the existing architectural components, the respective
input/output artifact types and the reuse relationships be-
tween them. These information can be directly extracted from
architecture models (component and deployment diagrams),
available documentation can be provided by architects and
developers. The D-AIMs represent these architectural com-
ponents and their relations.

With the presented automatic artifact-based model to
activity-based model transformation strategy we can answer
research question RQ2. Regarding the preconditions for our
transformation strategy we see the transformation activity
knowledge base as a crucial component. It incorporates re-
quired technical and process knowledge, which developers

do not have to provide in the delivery model. Based on the
knowledge base, the backtracking and optimization technique
gains the necessary knowledge by itself.

Regarding RQ3, we conclude that when developers lack
process knowledge, they perceive it as easy to model based
on solely architectural information, since they don’t need to
invest time to improve their process knowledge. On the other
hand, developers with high process knowledge seem to have
problems with 1. trusting a system to construct the process on
itself and 2. ignoring the process knowledge while modeling.

With respect to RQ4, the given architectural information
was indeed sufficient as all participant delivered an almost cor-
rect model. A common mistake was to leave out a “workspace”
input artifact type, which indicates an error in understanding
rather than insufficient information.

X. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we present a novel artifact-based modeling
approach for delivery processes. We abstract the artifacts that
are used during the process by introducing the notion of
artifact types. Thus, instead of modeling the activities of the
process directly, we model architectural components and their
required and target artifact types. As a result, less technical
and process-related knowledge is needed for modeling. The
overall modeling complexity for complex delivery processes
is reduced.

In order to deduce an executable activity-based model from
our artifact-based model, we define an automatic model-to-
model transformation strategy, which consists of multiple steps
and incrementally builds a activity-based delivery model for
each architectural component.

To gain more insight into the applicability and acceptance of
our new approach, a qualitative study in an industrial context
was conducted. Higher-experienced developers prefer a rather
activity-based approach due to more control over the resulting
process. In contrary, low-experienced developers benefit from
the reduced required prior knowledge.

Regarding future research this paper provides multiple op-
portunities. First, additional studies need to be performed to
further validate our approach and collecting more insights
how developers interact with delivery models and processes.
Second, different optimization techniques and criteria can be
evaluated for the automated construction of delivery models.

In this paper, we focus on the transformation aspects of
delivery processes. In CD and DevOps quality is the most im-
portant aspect besides automation. Modeling quality activities
for artifacts in a similar way like for transformations can be
integrated in our approach. These activities can be assigned
to artifacts automatically. JARVIS already offers the required
concepts and knowledge about these assessment activities.
Quality metrics can be enforced by automatically introducing
quality gates in the delivery process.

To sum up, our approach has the potential to create a
stakeholder driven perspective on CD, involve new interested
parties into the delivery process and thus provide a more
holistic approach to Continuous Delivery in general.
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